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Abstract 
 The paper reviews historical terminology and analytical frameworks in relation to structural 
studies in Traditional Irish Dance tunes. Arising from inconsistent terminology leading to confusion 
regarding tune structures a number of specific terms are defined and employed. An overview of staff 
notation as a learning tool is presented. The work sets out, with supporting evidence, to establish that 
when a melody line of any part of a Traditional Irish Dance tune is analysed there are internal 
structures. These are likened to a melodic grammar. It demonstrates consistent patterns of repetition 
of phrases within this grammatical analysis noting these can be seen as analogous to rhyming poetic 
structures. A system of tune acquisition, proposed as ‘Poetic Learning’ is described. This recognises 
the repetitive relationships of phrases stressing the value in greatly enhancing the ability of learners to 
predict the occurrence of tune sub-sections or melodic phrases. Examples provided demonstrate the 
advantages of this methodology over the less effective learning method based on, but not equivalent 
to, sight reading described as ‘Linear Learning’. The paper concludes that Poetic Learning is an old 
form of tune assimilation and highly effective when used as a specific method of teaching. 
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Introduction 
 Students who come to Irish Traditional Music who aren’t learning dominantly ‘by ear’ 
and without recourse to teachers who have been raised in the tradition, often struggle to pick 
up tune parts. Their common learning technique, which herein is suggested as ‘Linear 
Learning’, is by repetitive reading of a consecutive sequence of transcribed notes which, in 
linear order, comprise the melody line. Alternatively, students learning by ear and with 
recourse to teachers who have typically learned by traditional aural methods either 
consciously or unconsciously learn the ‘phrasing grammar’ of traditional tune structures 
which contain repeating phrases.  
 This technique, which I describe as ‘Poetic Learning’, is, I will argue, significantly 
more effective in learning melody lines than are other techniques. It can be demonstrated 
that there is an internal repeating grammar as regards traditional Irish melodic lines forming 
a dance tune. Once this structural system becomes understood students can easily and 
accurately predict the appearance of entire coherent subsections or ‘phrases’ before they 
are encountered. Having learned phrases and knowing where they will recur minimises 
significantly the learning demands on pupils resulting in faster, more efficient internalising of 
melodies.  
 
Overview of Terminology 
 The vocabulary used to describe the construction of traditional Irish dance tunes has 
been both inconsistent and conflicting between authors such as Breathnach (1971), Ó 
Suilleabháin (1982; in Carolan, 1983) Vallely (2013) and Boullier (1998).  As a result the 
language used to systematically investigate Traditional Irish Music can be highly confusing 
to both practitioners and scholars alike. Given that this music is agreed to be comprised of 
two melodic lines, (with occassional cases of three or more), there has not been an agreed 
term for even these fundamental elements of the music. For example, the two melodic lines 
comprising a tune and which are discrete and musically coherent to a musician have been 
variously labelled as being a ‘part’, a ‘phrase’, a ‘line’ etc. amongst other terms. Adding 
confusion is the fact that players in various areas in Ireland have also devised their own local 
terminology to describe tune structures which have come to also appear in publications.  
 To further complicate the language, where the first melodic line of a piece is analysed 
in conjunction with the second, there has emerged an additional set of terms to distinguish 
each. In this case the opening melody line has been termed both the ‘tune’ or the ‘call’ with 
the second melody line being defined as the ‘turn’ or the ‘response’ respectively. The 



concept of a ‘round’ has also been used to describe both parts in combination. The latter 
describes a playing of the first part of the tune twice followed by the second part played twice 
and is often codified as AABB where A represents the first part of the tune and B the second. 
Vallely (2013) has provided a brief overview of such terminology.1   
 
 By way of demonstrating the degree to which the terminology can confuse not only a 
learning but also a seasoned traditional Irish musician, consider the fact that as noted above 
the word ‘phrase’ has been taken to mean both a comprehensive part of a tune and also a 
specific fragment, or sub-section of a comprehensive part of a tune. ‘Phrasing’ is also used by 
traditional players to mean both the rhythmic delivery of the tune in performance as well as 
sub-structures of part of a tune. 
 For the purposes of clarity and consistency of meaning herein, this paper defines and 
uses the following terminology throughout: 
 

Tune – a coherent piece of dance music which is recognisable as complete and 
unique. It typically comprises two internal melody lines though sometimes may 
contain more. A standard example would be the reel, The Star of Munster. 
 
Part – one of the typically two, but with occasional exception more, melody 
lines which define the tune in a standard piece of dance music. This work will 
describe parts using the terms the ‘first’ and ‘second’ in their routinely 
accepted order of appearance etc. as opposed to an ‘A’ and ‘B’ part or ‘tune’ 
and ‘turn’ as employed by other authors. 
 
Phrase – a discreet sub-section of a part of a tune. By definition therefore, a 
part of a tune is a construct of phrases. 
 
Phrasing – the sequence or pattern of phrases comprising a part. This does not 
refer to the delivery timing in the performance of a tune as noted above. 

 
Bar – this corresponds with the standard definition of the term to mean a unit 
of time containing notes or rests appearing between bar lines in standard 
notation. In very many cases a phrase as defined herein can equate to a bar; 
however to a practicing traditional musician the relationship is not universal. 

 
 
Overview of Structural Analysis 
An early attempt at structural analysis with associated terminology of traditional Irish 
melodies was attempted by the Reverend Dr. Richard Henebry (1928) in his posthumous 
publication. His work focussed on structures through analysing scales and modes 
concentrating on the relationships of pitch intervals. He devised a schematic for recording 
the occurrences and stressing of specific notes appearing within tune parts. This system has 
not been employed to any practical extent by academics and performers in the interim. It 
must be stated that Henebry did recognise phrasing within tunes though he did not pursue 
an inquiry of it. In analysing the tune Fed an Ilair (sic.) / The Eagle’s Whistle he notes the 
repetition of the first phrase as being the second as well as the third phrase being the fourth 
etc. as in Example One (1928, PP. 211-212).  
 
 
 



 
 
Example One - Fed an Ilair (sic.) / The Eagle’s Whistle as per Henebry where he noted 
the repetition of subsequent pairs of phrases. 
 
 Working on somewhat similar lines Breandán Breathnach (1982) devised a system 
for cataloguing and identifying dance melodies based on the occurrence of stressed, or beat, 
notes in the first two bars of a tune. This method ignored the absolute pitch of the notes 
defining their values in relation to their interval from the tonic. This system has proven very 
successful in identifying tunes and has been employed by Gore (1994) in establishing a 
significant index of Scottish traditional tunes spanning the Eighteenth and Nineteenth 
Centuries. Breathnach (1994) did briefly address dance tune structures in his seminal work 
Folkmusic and Dances of Ireland, however, this was restricted to identifying the occurrence 
patterns of the parts of tunes which he referred to as ‘phrases’ (sic) as opposed to the 
internal phrasing patterns of the parts of tunes.  
 
 The cataloguing work of Aloys Fleischmann (1998) which resulted in the posthumous 
publication of Sources of Irish Traditional Music also addressed the structures of parts (term 
as applied herein) of tunes but did not address structures or phrases within tune parts. In 
opening his chapter, ‘The Structure of Irish Traditional Music’, Tomás Ó Canainn (1978) 
stated No serious attempt has yet been made to analyse the structure of Irish traditional 
music. His work dealt mainly with aspects of note frequency and the introduction and 
occurrence of accidentals. There was no examination of internal structures within tune parts. 
 Outlining the proceedings of a presentation to Cumann Cheol Tíre Éireann / The Folk 
Music Society of Ireland by Mícheál Ó Suilleabháin (1988; in Carolan 1989) confirmed the 
former’s view that there exists an internal structure to tune parts. He saw a part of the tune 
as being divisible into two equal four bar sections or alternatively, four equal two bar 
sections. This presentation and review seems to mark the first systematic outline of phrasing 
structures in tune parts in print.  
 Vallely (2013) presents a similar perspective to the latter noting that within a part of a 
tune there are recognisable sub-divisions. As with Ó Suilleabháin, Vallely notes that a part of 
a tune can be divided into sub-divisions of two bar lengths which he terms ‘clips’ determining 
that a tune part can be seen as comprising four clips. He describes the first two bars or ‘clip’ 
as comprising a ‘call’ and the subsequent two bar ‘clip’ as a ‘response’. At one level, this is 
problematic as this terminology clashes with that outlined above for these terms as well as 
conflicting with their usage amongst traditional musicians in a variety of ethnic genres in 
North America. On another level this method of looking at a part of a tune’s internal structure 



is helpful for a student seeking to learn a tune. Vallely proceeds to suggest further combining 
the first two ‘clips’ of a part so that it would then become divided into two four bar length sub-
divisions. This directly reflects the analysis of Ó Suilleabháin. 
 The emergence of computer-based technology over the past few decades has 
always presented the possibility of tune analysis using such powerful tools. The promise of 
such possibilities was signalled as early as 1984 in a paper by Donnacha Ó Maidín (1984). 
In the intervening years the emergence of the internet has seen the construction of websites 
devoted to large collections of tunes using ABC notation format which also list the overall 
structure of tunes in the traditional Irish idiom based on the repetition pattern of their parts 
only. 
 
 
Overview of Staff Notation as a Learning Tool 
 Staff notation documenting traditional Irish tunes has existed for centuries now. Its 
use as a teaching tool has not been questioned to any significant degree though an 
overview was provided by Breathnach (1996). He notes that the use of staff notation has 
historically been underestimated and points out the limitation of printed collections in 
facilitating the interpretation by the pupil of such standard elements of traditional 
performance of the music such as relative stress of beat versus off beat notes etc. He cites 
the occurrence of private manuscripts as being of local importance in tune transfer where 
these have been used in conjunction with teachers providing the transcriptions. In 
demonstrating ingenuity in tune notation he cites the tablature systems of Pádraig O’Keeffe 
from Sliabh Luachra and Bartly McMagh of County Tyrone as examples. Breathnach does 
however note, that conflicting opinions are expressed about the validity and value of this 
notation for interpreting Irish music. 
 
 Views of practicing traditional musicians vary regarding its importance and 
contribution in their development. Having interviewed and spoken to Irish traditional fiddlers 
from various parts of Ireland for more than four decades, a common, ‘traditional’ pattern of 
learning tunes emerges from the accounts of their experiences. Those discussions, which 
incorporate personal learning experiences dating from the 1920s onwards and some cases 
their accounts of the experiences of their elders who would have learned in the late 1800s, 
document the learning techniques employed in tune assimilation. 
 A number of players who emerged as significant bearers of the tradition and who 
were not formally taught staff notation confirmed they taught themselves how to read written 
music driven by curiosity rather than need. A good number of those who pursued this 
concluded that while it was an interesting exercise, it was in their experience of no practical 
value in learning repertoire or developing them as a player. By way of example, such 
tradition bearers as Vincent Campell and Danny Meehan of Donegal both confirmed to the 
author that they taught themselves to read staff notation. On exploring collections of Irish 
traditional music, both concluded it was not an aid to learning or repertoire building. The 
former concluded ‘there wasn’t much good in it’ (i.e. musical literacy). It is also worth noting 
the comments in the sleeve notes of his recent recording The Friendly Visit / An Céilí by 
fiddler, Paul O’Shaughnessy (2015), whose repertoire in the author’s experience is in the 
order of hundreds of tunes. While being able to read staff notation, O’Shaughnessy states he 
had learned only one tune from printed sources and that was to assist with a performance 
required by a third party.  
 The present author agrees with Breathnach’s conclusion that staff notation literacy is 
probably under-estimated in the Irish tradition. This conclusion is based on the fact that while 
not as prolific as in the neighbouring Scottish experience, traditional music was published 
from the first appearance of the Neal Collection in 1724 to the present. This would not have 
occurred in the absence of a demand by a musically literate public. 
 
 



Common Learning Experiences  
 Most traditional musicians in Ireland interviewed by the author recalled two general 
forms of learning experiences by aural methods. In the first case young players declaring an 
interest in learning had an existing store of repertoire in their memory through local exposure 
to the music. In short, they came to their learning opportunities with a number of tunes 
already clearly established in their minds. They would pick out the notes by trial and error 
until the melody was there in full. They were either left to their own devices or given some 
help along the way to complete the tune. This process continued until they were able to play 
enough tunes to join in to play for a dance or home entertainment and refine their tunes. It 
must be remembered that the ‘session’, based dominantly in the pub so familiar in today’s 
experience, did not really exist until the 1960s. As a result, learning by session exposure 
was not an avenue for picking up new tunes or honing learned repertoire. 
 A second common form of learning was through a teacher who simply played 
portions of the tune for the pupil until the student had the melody to the teacher’s 
satisfaction. This style of learning appears to have been widespread where teachers were 
locally available. This method is the basis for Poetic Learning, as at its core is the 
recognition that the melodic structure of the parts of Irish traditional tunes have internal sub-
divisions, or phrases, with an associated coherent pattern of repetition which is almost 
instinctively and / or unconsciously recognisable. 
 Since the 1970s Irish Traditional Music has appreciated increasing popularity both 
within Ireland and, relatively speaking, an even larger growth outside of the country. Also in 
that time period has been the growth in the formalisation of teaching of traditional Irish 
music. Various organisations and individuals have devised and delivered structured classes 
ranging from one on one teaching, regularly scheduled group classes, masterclasses, 
summer schools etc. Technology has also added greatly to the range of learning tools with a 
plethora of on-line aids and digitally based learning aids such as Youtube, DVD tutors, 
teaching via Skype etc.. Historically, the most challenged pupils seeking to immerse 
themselves into learning and playing Irish Traditional Music would seem to be those persons 
who have had an exposure to the music and thus a degree of familiarity, but have no access 
to a teacher. In such cases the common approach to learning has been to learn staff 
notation, access a printed collection of tunes and proceed as best as possible by sight 
reading. 
 
 In my experience it is surprising the number of people resident outside of Ireland who 
have built their learning approach around this method. Their tune assimilation system began 
and often continues through learning a tune by playing the first part of the tune in a straight 
sequence of notes from the start to the finish and then repeating the same exercise for the 
second part. Eventually the tune is memorised by repetition and they play it and refine it over 
time.This approach is what I refer to as ‘Linear Learning’. It is important to note that Linear 
Learning is not the exact equivalent of sight reading. Sight reading at its most basic is 
performing a musical transcription. Linear Learning differs whereby this technique is done 
repeatedly until such time that the tune has been assimilated into a performance repertoire. 
 
 This is a successful method in that the end result of learning a tune can be achieved. 
In doing so, however, the pupil must learn (in the case of a reel) eight bars of eight notes or 
a string, or code if you like, of sixty four notes. This is then repeated for the second part. The 
overall challenge of learning the tune in this method is to retain a sequence of one hundred 
and twenty eight notes. While there are factors which help this learning technique, such as 
there typically being only a fixed number of notes available for learning as determined by the 
key etc., compare this challenge with a card counting gambler who only has to memorise a 
fifty two card sequence with clues provided by the four suits.  
 
 
 



Linear and Poetic Learning 
 Of the analyses of tune structures outlined above, only those forwarded by Ó 
Suilleabháin (1988: in Carolan, 1989) and Vallely (2013) offer an attempt to identify internal 
phrases of significance in tune parts. What these observations have not expanded upon is 
the fact that within tune parts there is a grammatical pattern where phrases repeat and do so 
in routinely predictable patterns. This aspect of tune construction provides very significant 
potential in easing learning and tune acquisition processes for musicians. 
 I refer to this more efficient system of learning tunes as Poetic Learning. This system 
of learning a tune is not new. It has been used for generations, but interestingly, it appears in 
most instances to have been learned instinctively and those teachers who use it tend to 
have learned their music by this method and are not generally conscious of its systematics 
or have given it much analytical consideration. They instinctively know it works often without 
realising its full potential. 
 
 The critical point missed by those practicing Linear Learning is that traditional Irish 
dance tunes have a structure, or ‘grammar’. This structure includes repeating clusters of 
notes or ‘phrases’ as defined herein. It is obvious that once a pupil has completed the work 
of learning a phrase, they will not have to learn it again when it is repeated in the tune. Thus 
the learning work is easier. What is extraordinarily advantageous about this aspect of 
Traditional Irish dance music is that as the grammar of the music is akin to lines rhyming 
poetry, the rhyming becomes predictable just as a young child can predict that ‘mat’ will 
rhyme with ‘cat’ and ‘sat’. All a pupil needs to understand is the ‘rhyming’ patterns of 
traditional Irish music and the potential for learning tunes is both eased and accelerated by 
the power of prediction.  
 By way of example, I was always amazed at house parties in the past where an 
elderly person who did not complete primary education could recall scores of lines of poetry 
in their ‘party piece’ which they learned as a child. Such performances might be given only 
once or twice in a year, yet there was never a slip in delivery. The clue in the ability to do this 
lay in the fact that the piece was constructed on key rhyming words which provided a lead in 
to the next line of the story. In short, the existence of rhyming facilitated prediction or 
forethought. I have taught fiddle to very young players who have come with no extended 
exposure to the music. Their familiarity with the tunes they were about to learn was 
commonly non-existent. By teaching tunes according to Poetic Learning principles, they 
were able to recognise repeating patterns in a tune after only one or two hearings of a full 
rendition and thus predict where sections repeated meaning they could ignore learning a 
known section before they even began learning to play the tune. 
 
 As observed by Ó Suilleabháin (1988; in Carolan, 1989) and Vallely (2013), we can 
think of a tune as being built by phrases. These generally, but not always, correspond to the 
bars of the written music. Linear learners read directly through one bar into the next bar in a 
straight line fashion. Poetic Learners hear clusters of notes each forming a phrase like a line 
of poetry. Structural analysis of traditional Irish dance tunes confirm that phrases ‘rhyme’ or 
repeat as illustrated in the examples below. Knowing where these repetitions are likely  to 
occur allows us to predict the repetition and ignore the work of learning a known phrase as in 
the case in the Linear Learning approach.  To facilitate the easy codifying of a tune when 
teaching it by Poetic Learning I identify the phrases of the first part of the tune using the 
sequential letters of the alphabet starting with A and introducing a new letter for each new 
phrase. Where a phrase ‘rhymes’ or reappears the initial letter is also assigned to that 
phrase. In teaching the second part of the tune I distinguish the identification of the phrases 
by using numbers in the same manner starting with the number 1. This approach facilitates 
the pupil recognising both where a phrase recurs  within a part of a tune as well as seeing 
the contrast and combination of letters with numbers when phrases occur in more than on 
part of the tune. Where a tune is made up of more than two parts I begin the coding of the 
third part with the letter M and proceed along the alphabet and with the fourth part, I begin 
coding with 10, a double digit number which distinguishes phrases unique to this part from 



those in the second part. At this point it is important to confirm that pupils even as young as 
five years of age can learn the predictability of phrase repetition, which is the most valuable 
element of Poetic Learning, in one or two lessons. On simply hearing a tune played through 
slowly once they have learned to recognise the phrasing structure of a piece thus informing 
them of what they need to learn and ignore through repetition even before they have begun 
to address the tune. 
 
 The simple version of the reel The Sunny Banks appearing as Example 2 below 
provides an excellent illustration of a very simple pattern of grammatical phrasing. The tune 
is performed with both parts played through once. The first phrase constitutes the first bar of 
the tune, or phrase A as indicated. The second phrase is the second bar and introduces an 
entirely new melodic sequence thus it is labelled phrase B. The third phrase, or bar three, is 
a repeat of the A phrase while the fourth phrase, or bar in this case, resolves the tune which 
I label as R1 to mean the first resolution. In the second part of the tune the phrases likewise 
mirror the bars. In this case the phrasing structure is1-2-1-R1-1-2-1-R1 with the fourth and 
final phrases borrowing from the first part of the tune (i.e. R1). Pupils do not confuse the 
concept of labelling a semi-resolution halfway through the part of the tune as R1 with the 
final resolution at the end of the part as R2 with other letter and number phrase labels. If 
anything the appearance of an R1 or R2 phrase in the tune’s code signals to them that they 
have reached a natural break in the overall grammar of the tune and to expect repetitions of 
phrases. 
 
 In this example the overall phrase structure of the complete tune is A-B-A-R1-A-B-A-
R1; 1-2-1-R1-1-2-1-R1. Learning this tune by Poetic Learning requires the pupil to learn five 
phrases, namely, A, B, R1, 1 and 2 as opposed to learning a linear sequence of 110 notes. 
 

 
 
Example Two. The Sunny Banks reel broken into phrases. 
 
 Taking the first tune in the popular publication Dance Music of Ireland (1907), 
Shandon Bells, as a further example, the first phrase (the phrases of this tune equate with 
the barlines in this instance) is coded as ‘A’. The second phrase is different thus ‘B’ as is the 
third ‘C’. The fourth bar melodically introduces a semi-resolution again codified as ‘R1’. The 
fifth and sixth phrases are a repetition of the A and B phrases. The seventh phrase is new, 
thus ‘D’, and the first part of the tune is then fully resolved by ‘R2’. The poetic pattern for this 
first part therefore is A-B-C-R1-A-B-D-R2. By looking at this part of the tune in the Poetic 



Learning system six discreet phrases are required for learning. This is in contrast to 
approaching it as a forty five note sequence as would be the case in Linear Learning. The 
poetic learning pupil also can see, and more importantly HEAR and predict, that the first two 
phrases are also the fifth and sixth and automatically build them in when progressing 
through the tune allowing their learning to concentrate on bars D and R2. 
 The second part of the same tune has a phrase structure of 1-2-3-R3 (a semi-
resolution of the second part melody and differing from R1 and R2), 1-2-D-R2. In this case 
the pupil now has to learn only four phrases, namely 1, 2, 3 and R3. The D and R2 phrases 
are borrowed from the first part of the tune. In summary, a poetic learner will learn the tune 
in ten phrases rather than a linear sequence of approximately ninety six notes. The former 
approach is clearly more efficient in terms of the demands placed on the pupil. 
 
 Poetic Learning would only have mild advantages over linear learning if there was a 
vast array of patterns to the grammar of Irish tunes. What makes Poetic Learning a stunning 
tool in picking up tunes is that there is a limited number of phrasing patterns to the 
repertoire. Pupils comprehend these patterns very quickly and their learning of the relative 
ease and predictability of the occurrences of known phrases is re-enforced when they 
discover how often familiar patterns appear in various tunes. In the vast majority of cases of 
traditional Irish melodies the first phrase reappears as the fifth phrase. A simple and 
regularly appearing pattern is one of A-B-A-R1-A-B-A-R2. In this case the A phrase repeats 
as every other phrase with the subsequent B phrase contrasting by reappearing as phrase 
six. The tune has its routine semi-resolution phrase as bar four and is resolved in bar eight. 
An example of this type tune is the reel The Primrose Lass as noted below from the playing 
of John Doherty. 

 
 
 
Example Three. The Primrose Lass from the playing of John Doherty. 
 
 Another common pattern is whereby a second appearance of the A phrase, normally 
as the third phrase, is substituted with a new phrase, ‘C’ and later in the first part of the tune 
with ‘D’. In this case the tune has a structure of A-B-C-R1-A-B-D-R2. A good example of a 
tune with this structure is the hornpipe, Chief O’Neill’s Favorite, no. 806 in the same work as 
noted above.  
 



 
 
Example Four. The Chief O’Neill’s Favorite from Dance Music of Ireland. 
 
 A further advantage of thinking of tunes in poetic structure terms is that the grammar 
applies very similarly across all metres of tunes including jigs, reels, barndances, polkas etc. 
Hornpipes sometimes have a tendency to repeat significant portions of the first part as a 
finish to the second part of the tune. An example of this is the hornpipe The Harvest Home, 
no. 847 in Dance Music of Ireland (1906). In this case, the phrasing pattern is A-B-C-R1-A-
B-D-R2 with the second part being 1-1-C-R3 (which could also be played as R1) A-B-D-R2. 
A number of phrases are ‘borrowed’ from the first part of the tune to bring it to completion in 
the second part.  
 This pattern of borrowing can also be seen in O’Neill’s settings of the set dances The 
Three Sea Captains (tune no 961) and The Garden of the Daisies (no 974). Set and long 
dances are sometimes built on a discreet eight phrase first part and an initially discreet eight 
phrase second part which is then completed by the last four phrases of the first part giving 
the distinctive eight and twelve part structure of such tunes. Again, large borrowing of 
phrases between parts constitute the construction of these melodic lines yet due to the 
recognition of phrase re-occurrences these extended tunes become relatively easy for a 
pupil to assimilate. 
 
 Always teaching aurally, I have observed that pupils learning by this method pick up 
tunes much faster and, more importantly, retain them more firmly. Having analysed 
hundreds of tunes by Poetic Learning phrasing, it is only very rarely that there is an 
immediate repeat of the A phrase, thus tunes are typically defined by an initial A-B pattern 
and pupils eventually begin to anticipate this. As they become more adept at picking up 
longer phrases of tunes, they tend to learn in double phrase lengths thus a single phrase 
learner’s A and B phrases combine into a double phrase learner’s A pattern. This is 
reflective of the phrase combinations suggested by Ó Suilleabháin (1988; in Carolan, 1989) 
and Vallely (2013) above. The result of this means such learners who are capable of picking 
up double phrase lengths (which equate to Vallely’s ‘clips’) are required to learn less phrases 
and learn much faster. Naturally, the pattern codes become much simpler. Even so, it is 
important to note that when doubling phrases, the repetition or rhyming grammar of tunes 
still manifests itself and the ability to predict phrase recurrence remains. It has been my 
teaching experience that there is a progression in pupil’s learning abilities. Initially they learn 
tunes by building a tune in single phrases; they then progress to learning in double phrase 
lengths and eventually they can learn in four phrase lengths. One of the beauties of this 
system of teaching is that pupils will inform their teacher of their capabilities for learning 
confirming if they can learn a tune in single, double or quadruple phrase lengths. As such, 



teaching becomes determined and tailored by the pupil rather by the guessing of the 
teacher. 
  
 It must be emphasised that Poetic Learning is not a new concept. It has been around 
for a long time. It has, however, been employed in very many cases as an instinctive 
teaching by phrase system. What teachers have not emphasised in using it is to instruct the 
pupil to analyse and become familiar with the phrase patterns. In doing this the teacher 
actually liberates the learner to become in essence a self-teacher. They gain the power to 
understand tune phrasing and predict the phrasing structures of tunes they are learning, thus 
making the learning process much easier and quicker. The astuteness of the pupil’s 
musicianship is greatly enhanced. More than the objective of teaching a pupil a tune, 
teaching pupils how to learn most effectively is actually the greater object of teaching. What 
this method develops in a pupil is that they emerge as a ‘learning’, ‘thinking’ musician as 
opposed to a ‘taught’ player. 
 
 In conclusion it is more important and gratifying to record two of my experiences as a 
teacher rather than a researcher. In the first instance a pupil of nine years of age was able to 
describe Poetic Learning to me by saying ‘...it’s Lego blocks. I just need to listen to know 
where the blocks go..’ In another instance, a thirteen year old pupil who had moved on to 
learning in double phrase lengths noted after having completed the learning of the first 
phrase of a tune ‘I know what comes next and I know that I know it..’. Whatever about his 
confidence, he was correct in his knowledge. 
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